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OutlineOutline
• Matrix Factorizations for Data Analysis, PCA, ICA…

• Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
• Nonnegative Tensor Factorization (NTF), a Brief 

Overview in 3D
• An Application: Object Identification from Spectral 

Data
• Nonnegativity Constrained Low-Rank 

Approximation (Ill-posed nonlinear inverse problem)
• Computations using Air Force data from Maui and 

NASA, and Biomedical applications
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Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 
(NMF)

Convex in W or H, but not both. A natural extension 
of nonnegative least squares.
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NMF an SVD-Type Concept

X = [X1,X2, …,Xn] – column vectors (data)

Approximately factor 
X ≈ W H = ∑1

k w(j)◦ h(j)

◦ denotes outer product
wj is jth col of W,  hj is jth col of HT
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Approximate NMF in Data Analysis

• Utilize constraint that values in a data matrix X are 
nonnegative

• Apply non-negativity constrained low rank approximation 
for blind source separation, dimension reduction, and/or 
unsupervised unmixing

• Low rank approximation to data matrix  X :   
X ≈ WH,  W ≥ 0,  H ≥ 0

Columns of W  are initial basis vectors for database, 
may want smoothness and statistical independence in 
W.             
Columns of H represent mixing coefficients or weights, 
often desire statistical sparsity in H to force essential 
uniqueness in W.
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- Brief Overview -

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
• Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
• Sparse Component Analysis (SCA)
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PCA
• Based on eigen-decomposition of covariance matrix for 

X = [X1,X2, …,Xm] – training set of column vectors, scaled 
and centered, XXT (or SVD of X itself). Low-rank approx.

• In the PCA context each column of W represents an 
eigenvector (hidden component), and H represents 
eigenprojections.

• “Principal” components correspond to largest eigenvalues. 
(Components called “eigenfaces” in face recognition 
applications.) 

• Used for: orthogonal representation, dimension reduction, 
clustering into principal components, all computed by 
simple linear algebra.
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Characteristics of PCA

• May not enforce nonnegativity in W and H, 
where X ≈ WH

• May not enforce statistical independence 
of basis vectors in W

• May not enforce statistical sparsity in H
(separation by parts). 

• This led to work beginning in late 1990s to 
present on ICA, SCA, non-negative SCA, 
and NMF.
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ICA
• Based on neural computation– unsupervised learning.
• Often identified with - blind source separation (BSS), 

feature extraction, finding hidden components. 
• Most research based on equality, X = WH, not necessary.
• Statistical independence for components in W, a guiding 

principle, but seldom holds in practical situations. 
• Data in X assumed to have non-gausssian PDF, find 

hidden components as independent as possible – mutual 
information content in different components ci, cj, is (near) 
zero, or p(ci,cj) ≈ p(ci)p(cj). 

• Next, sparse separation into parts, and data non-negativity.
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SCA
• Sparse (independent) component analysis – called 

sparse encoding in the neural information processing 
literature.

• Enforce sparsity for the hidden mixing components in H.
• PDF has sharp peak at zero and heavy tails.
• Allows better separation of basis components by parts,
• Measures of sparsity: lp functional, p ≤ 1 (not a formal 

norm if p < 1). Other measures studied by Donoho, 
“beyond wavelets”. 
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Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 
(NMF)

Will extend concept to tensors.



Tensors
Multi-way Arrays 

in Multilinear Algebra
3D Viewpoint – Tensor as a Box
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Extend NMF: Nonegative Tensor Factorization 
(NTF)

• Our interest: 3-D data. 2-D images stacked into 
3-D Array
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Tensors in a Nutshell

• A matrix is an order-2 tensor, a 2-array of elements
• An order-k tensor is simply a k-array of elements
• Standard concepts for matrices, such as rank, 

eigenvalues, etc., are much more complicated for 
tensors

• Caution: What physicists and geometers call tensors are 
often tensor fields (i.e. tensor-valued functions on 
manifolds, e.g, stress tensor, Einstein tensor, etc.)

• Our concern is tensors in a multilinear algebra context:

X = [xj1…jk]  ∈ Rd1 × … × dk
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Multilinear NMF = Nonnegative 
Tensor Factorization (NTF)
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NTF (for 3-D Arrays)
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Datasets of images modeled as tensors

Goal: Extract features from a tensor dataset (naively, a 
dataset subscripted by multiple indices). 

m × n × p tensor A

Tensor (outer product) rank can be defined as the 
minimum number of rank 1 factors.
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Properties of Matrix Rank
• Rank of A ∈ Rm × n easy to determine (Gauss elimination).

• Optimal rank-r approximation to A always exists, and easy 
to find ( SVD).

• Pick A ∈ Rm × n at random, then A has full rank with 
probability 1, i.e., rank(A) = min{m,n}.

• Rank A is is the same whether we consider A as an 
element in Rm × n or in Cm × n.

• Every statement above is false for order-k tensors, k ≥ 3.
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Some Open Problems

1. Extend theory of “nonnegative rank” for matrices to 
tensors (Cohen and Rothblum, 1993). Computing the 
regular rank of a tensor of order k ≥ 3 is np-hard. 

2. Extend Perron-Frobenius theory to tensors in a 
meaningful way. Note, the spectra of tensors can be 
defined in various ways.  

H.-K. Lim at Stanford MMDS workshop, June 2006 has 
provided a start. See:
http://www.stanford.edu/group/mmds/
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NMF/NTF Applications to           
Data Analysis
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• NMF Allows only additive, not subtractive combinations of 
the original data, in comparison to orthogonal 
decomposition methods, e.g. PCA. 

• NMF used by Lee and Seung (MIT) in Nature, 1999, in 
biometrics, preceded and followed by numerous papers 
related to applications. Earlier work by Paatero, et al.

• Matlab Toolbox: NMFLAB,  http://www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/
• Historical perspective:

Problem 73-14, Rank Factorization of Nonnegative 
Matrices, by Berman and Ple., SIAM Review 15 (1973), p. 
655:  (Also in Berman/Ple. book)
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Some General  Applications of NMF/NTF Techniques

• Source separation in acoustics, speech, video

• EEG in Medicine, electric potentials
• Spectroscopy in chemistry
• Molecular pattern discovery - genomics
• Email surveillance
• Document clustering in text data mining
• Atmospheric pollution source identification
• Hyperspectral sensor data compression
• Spectroscopy for space applications – spectral data mining

– Identifying object surface materials and substances
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OutlineOutline

• Space Object Identification from spectral data (SOI)

• Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) Methods 
for Spectral Unmixing

• Nonnegative Tensor Factorization (NTF) for SOI

• 3-D Tensor Factorization: Applications to SOI, using 
Hyperspectral Data
– Compression
– Material identification
– Spectral Abundances
– Another Application (Medical) 
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Blind Source Separation for 
Finding Hidden Components (Endmembers)

Mixing of Sources
…basic physics often leads to linear mixing…

X = [X1,X2, …,Xn] –column vectors (1-D spectral scans)

Approximately factor 

X ≈ W H = ∑1
k w(j)◦ h(j)

◦ denotes outer product
wj is jth col of W,  hj is jth col of HT

X sensor readings (mixed components – observed data)
W separated components (feature basis matrix, unknown, low rank) 
H hidden mixing coefficients (unknown), replaced later with

abundances of materials that make up the object.
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Simple Analog Illustration

Hidden Components in Light Hidden Components in Light –– Separated by a PrismSeparated by a Prism

Our purpose Our purpose –– finding hidden components by finding hidden components by data analysisdata analysis
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Space Object Identification and Characterization fromSpace Object Identification and Characterization from
Spectral Reflectance DataSpectral Reflectance Data

More than 20,000 known objects in orbit: various types of military and 
commercial satellites, rocket bodies, residual parts,  and debris – need for 
space object database mining, object identification, clustering, classification, etc.
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The creation and observation of a reflectance spectrum
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Typical Scan
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Some Laboratory Electromagnetic 
Spectral Signatures
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Spectral Imaging of Space Objects
• Current “operational” capability for spectral 

imaging of space objects

• Panchromatic images 

• Non-imaging spectra 
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Solve the following constrained optimization problem. 
(Here  α and  β are regularization parameters).

• Determine gradients for W and H and set each to zero 
(alternating iterations).

• Initialize W and H using PCA, based on Perron-Frobenius theory.
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Sample Results – Finding only Endmembers
We Form Simulated Satellites from NASA Data

Imaging a Single Pixel
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Blind Source Separation of Time Varying 
Mixture Below Using NMF
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Original Recovered



Tensors

Higher Order Arrays
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Recall NTF (for 3-D Arrays)

• Optimal solution exists (Lim 2006, Stanford MMDS workshop)
• Issues:  initialization, efficient optimization algorithms, avoid 

local minima
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Hyperspectral Imaging

• Hyperspectral remote sensing technology allows 
one to capture images objects (multiple pixels), 
using spectra from ultraviolet and visible to infrared. 

• Multiple images of a scene or object are created 
using light from different parts of the spectrum. 

• Hyperspectral images can be used to: 
– Identify surface minerals, objects, buildings, etc. from 

space.
– Enable space object identification from the ground.
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Hyperspectral Data Cube for Hubble Telescope
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NTF Algorithm
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Simulated Data

• 177 x 193 x 100     3-D model of Hubble satellite.

• Assign each pixel a certain spectral signature from 
lab data supplied by Kira Abercromby (NASA).      
8 materials used.

• Bands of spectra ranging from .4 μm to 2.5 μm, 
with 100 evenly distributed spectral values.

• Spatial blurring followed by Gaussian and Poisson 
noise and applied over the spectral bands.
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Images from Data Cube at 1.4 μm
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Materials Assigned to Pixels
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Reconstruction of Blurred & Noisy Data at 
wavelengths:  .42, .68, 1.55, 2.29 μm 

Top row      – Original Images
Bottom row – Reconstructions
Compression factor - 73 
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Some Spectral Scan Matching Graphs

Red is original, Blue is matched endmember scan matched from Z-factors.
Black rubber edge (8%) not as well matched. Blurred and noisy data cube.
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Telescope images taken at the Air Force Maui Space Center 
of the shuttle Columbia on it's final orbit before disintegration
on re-entry, Feb. 2003. Below are 3 of 64 video images.
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Separation by Parts using NTF
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Potential Applications using Spectral Imaging 
and Tensor Analysis with NTF

• IARPA: Burn and tissue wound assessment (with 
the WFU Hospital Burn Center) 

3rd degree
burn

2nd degree
burn

1st degree
burn
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SummarySummary

• Low-rank matrix factorizations for data analysis, 
PCA, IGA…

• Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)

• Nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF), brief 
overview and some open problems

• An Application: Object Identification from Spectral 
Data

• Computations using AF data from Maui and NASA
• Recent applications to SOI and biomedical data 

analysis


